Objective: The frequency modulation (FM) of speech can convey linguistic information and also enhance speech-stream coherence and segmentation. The purpose of the present study was to use a clinically oriented approach to examine the effects of age and hearing loss on the ability to discriminate between stochastic patterns of low-rate FM and determine whether difficulties in speech perception experienced by older listeners relate to a deficit in this ability.
INTRODUCTION
Older listeners often experience difficulty in understanding speech, especially in adverse listening environments (e.g., Plomp & Mimpen 1979; CHABA 1988; Dubno et al. 2008) . Although peripheral hearing loss has been shown to be a dominant factor contributing to this difficulty (van Rooij & Plomp 1990; Humes & Christopherson 1991) , the extent of the speechprocessing deficits can exceed expectations based on hearing thresholds alone (for a review, see Pichora-Fuller & Souza 2003) . Aspects of auditory temporal processing by older listeners have been evaluated in different attempts to account for the discrepancy. For example, deficits associated with listener age have been reported for measures of gap detection (Strouse et al. 1998; Phillips et al. 2000; Snell et al. 2002; Helfer & Vargo 2009 ), detection of amplitude and frequency modulation (He et al. 2007 (He et al. , 2008 , forward masking (Gifford et al. 2007 ), discrimination of interaural time and phase differences (Divenyi & Haupt 1997; Grose & Mamo 2010; Hopkins & Moore 2011) , gap, voice-onset-time, and duration discrimination (Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons 1993 , 1999 Fitzgibbons & Gordon-Salant 1995; Strouse et al. 1998; Tremblay et al. 2003) , and discrimination of temporal order and rhythm (Trainor & Trehub 1989; Humes & Christopherson 1991; Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons 1999; Fitzgibbons et al. 2006) . Despite age-related deficits in measures of temporal processing and speech perception in studies that measured both, a strong relationship between the two has been obtained in only some studies (Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons 1993; Snell et al. 2002; Gifford et al. 2007; Helfer & Vargo 2009 ) but not in others (van Rooij & Plomp 1990; Humes & Christopherson 1991; Divenyi & Haupt 1997; Strouse et al. 1998; Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons 1999; Phillips et al. 2000; Grose et al. 2009 ). This contrast among findings has led to speculation that the effect of age on the relationship between temporal processing and speech perception is most apparent in situations involving complexity in terms of stimuli or auditory tasks (Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons 1999; Pichora-Fuller & Souza 2003) .
Once processed through the frequency-selective channels of the auditory system, the complexity of speech is represented by changes in the short-term amplitude and phase spectra (Flanagan & Golden 1966) , or in other words, in terms of fluctuation of the temporal envelope and temporal fine structure of band-limited signals. As variations in periodicity, dynamic fine-structure information can be expressed as frequency modulation (FM) of the band center frequency. Effects of listener age on the processing of speech FM have been obtained in measures of discrimination of formant transitions (Elliott et al. 1989 ) and voicing intonation patterns (Souza et al. 2011) , with age-related deficits in phonetic identification based on dynamic spectral information reported by Dorman et al. (1985) and Fox et al. (1992) .
The potential involvement of FM in speech processing is not limited to conveying phonetic information. Speech utterances are a sequence of diverse acoustic events. Speech, however, is generally perceived as a coherent stream in which events from a single talker are linked together. FM, as represented through the pattern of intonation and formant transitions, may serve to maintain this signal coherence (Lackner & Goldstein 1974; Dorman 710 SHEFT ET AL. / EAR & HEARING, VOL. 33, NO. 6, 709-720 et al. 1975) . Along with enhancing coherence, modulation of the voicing fundamental can aid in the necessary segmentation of the syllable and word boundaries of the ongoing speech stream (Cutler 1976; Spitzer et al. 2007 ). This modulation has been shown to benefit speech intelligibility in the presence of competing interference (Laures & Bunton 2003; Binns & Culling 2007; Miller et al. 2010) .
The effect of FM rate on auditory streaming is low pass with coherence dropping rapidly with increasing rate >1 to 2 Hz (Anstis & Saida 1985) . Analysis of the FM spectrum of speech follows a similar low-pass characteristic. Figure 1 shows the average modulation spectra of the fine structure and envelope of 300 monosyllabic words spoken by a female talker. * Both functions exhibit greatest amplitude at lower modulation rates. The importance of the low-rate envelope modulation spectrum of speech is well known (Houtgast & Steeneken 1985) . Though the similarity between the fine-structure and envelope modulation spectra of speech in the present analysis is anticipated because of correlation between the two temporal modulations for band-limited stimuli (Papoulis 1983) , the analysis highlights the potential importance of low-rate speech FM. showed that the region of best FM discriminability coincides with the low-pass characteristic of speech FM, allowing for significant contribution to speech perception. Conditions evaluated the ability of normal-hearing (NH) listeners to discriminate among stochastic patterns of FM generated by frequency modulating pure-tone carriers with random samples of low-pass noise. For all values of the maximum frequency excursion after modulation (∆F), discriminability of the stochastic FM patterns decreased with increasing average FM rate. Previous work studying frequency discrimination in the context of speech perception has used frequency glides. Results indicated a performance decrement with increasing glide excursion beyond a critical bandwidth (Madden & Fire 1997; Thyer & Mahar 2006) . In studies of auditory streaming, coherence is shown to drop with increasing frequency span between sequential elements (e.g., Bregman 1990) . In contrast to both sets of findings, found that performance improved with increasing ∆F. Their work showed that for the stochastically modulated stimuli, increasing ∆F enhances pattern distinction, which in turn aids discrimination. This is not the case for discrimination of monotonic frequency glides. Furthermore, pattern distinction would not be expected to be a factor that enhances sequence coherence per se. However, discrimination based on distinctive features of a complex time-varying stimulus is a central aspect of speech processing. This discrimination can help to distinguish phonemic contrasts and guide segmentation of the speech stream into meaningful units (e.g., Stevens 2002; Li & Loizou 2008) .
To evaluate whether FM discrimination cues remain effective in background noise to allow for possible contribution to speech-in-noise processing, also evaluated performance in a number of masking conditions. The addition of an unmodulated noise masker at a signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of 6 dB had little effect on FM-pattern discrimination. Furthermore, neither sinusoidal amplitude modulation of the masker at a low rate (4 or 20 Hz) nor reduction of the SNR to −2 dB significantly altered the amount of masking. Results thus indicated viability of low-rate FM cues to aid speech perception in the presence of modulated maskers, even at low sensation levels.
The present study directly evaluated the relationship between the ability to discriminate among stochastic patterns of low-rate FM and speech perception in both NH young adults and older listeners with either near-NH thresholds or a mild-to-moderate sensorineural hearing loss. The hypothesis was that difficulty experienced by older listeners in understanding speech against background interference would relate in significant part to impaired processing of FM. Experimental protocol was clinically oriented. As such, the procedure was not focused on determining asymptotic performance levels, but rather on providing a basis for subsequent development of a clinically feasible approach for assessment of listener abilities. For a fuller understanding of the auditory processing of stochastic FM, discrimination ability was measured in five separate tasks that estimated thresholds in terms of frequency excursion, stimulus duration, or SNR in the presence of a speech-babble masker. For each listener, speech-discrimination ability was measured both in quiet and in the presence of a speech-babble masker.
Discrimination of stochastic FM introduces uncertainty into the procedure through the sampling of independent noise modulators. Collins et al. (1994) suggested that by incorporating aspects of natural speech, use of stimulus uncertainty in psychoacoustic paradigms increases predictive power regarding listener performance in speech tasks. Much of the previous work involving stimulus uncertainty has been conducted in the context of informational masking (for a review, see Kidd et al. 2008 ). With frequency patterns, informational-masking Fig. 1 . Average modulation spectra of the fine structure (solid line) and envelope (dashed line) of 300 monosyllabic words spoken by a female talker. Functions were derived by passing stimuli through a compressivedynamic gammachirp filterbank, extracting the amplitude and frequency modulation for each channel, and then separately averaging the two across channels and speech tokens. Figure 1 were derived by first passing the stimuli through a compressive-dynamic gammachirp filterbank simulating peripheral auditory filtering (Irino & Patterson 2006) . The fine-structure and envelope modulations of each channel were separately derived. The FM function was the temporal variation from mean value of the time derivative of the unwrapped instantaneous phase, and the envelope function was the magnitude of the analytic signal (see for additional details). Last, the two modulation functions were separately averaged across channels. studies have generally manipulated a single target element of the pattern. For speech perception, intelligibility relies not on the processing of a single target element, but rather on the entire temporal pattern (Remez et al. 1994) . In contrast with the earlier work involving frequency uncertainty, the present study evaluated the ability to discriminate a change in the whole pattern to bring the psychoacoustic procedure closer to a central aspect of speech processing.
*The functions shown in

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS
Participants
Three groups of listeners participated in the study. The first consisted of 18 young adults (16 women; age range: 22-33 years; mean: 23.7 years) who had normal audiometric thresholds (≤ 15 dB HL re: American National Standards Institute [ANSI] 2004) for the octave frequencies between 0.25 to 8.0 kHz. The second and third groups consisted of nine older listeners each, with the groups distinguished by pure-tone average (PTA) audiometric thresholds at 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 kHz as either NH or hearing impaired (HI). The nine participants in the second group (five women; age range: 61-72 years; mean: 65.3 years) had a PTA of 20 dB HL or less in each ear. For the third group, the nine listeners (four women; age range: 61-84 years; mean: 70.6 years) had a mild-to-moderate sloping hearing loss confirmed as sensorineural by bone conduction thresholds and tympanometry. Hearing loss was symmetric with PTAs varying by ≤ 12 dB between ears (for seven of the listeners, the difference was ≤ 5 dB) and binaural PTAs ranging from 22 to 53 dB HL. Average group audiograms are shown in Figure 2 . Despite labeling of the participants of second group as older NH listeners based on PTA, all but two of them exhibited at least a mild hearing loss at 4 and 8 kHz. All study participants achieved a score of 25 or greater on the Mini Mental Status Examination (Folstein et al. 1975 ) and spoke English as their first and primary language.
Psychoacoustic Stimuli and Procedure
Five conditions measured discrimination thresholds between pairs of stimuli that were frequency modulated by low-pass noise. If n(t) is the zero-mean noise modulator with the absolute value of peak amplitude scaled to 1.0, the general form of the discrete stimulus is given as follows:
where t is time, f is carrier frequency, N(t) is the cumulative integral of n(t), ΔF is the maximum frequency excursion caused by modulation, and sr is sampling rate. A consequence of the modulation is that the instantaneous frequency of the stimulus follows the amplitude pattern of the noise modulator. This is illustrated in the top two panels of Figure 3 for a 5-Hz low-pass noise modulator and 400-Hz ΔF. The bandwidth of the noise modulator determines the average rate of frequency modulation (equal to ~0.78 of the low-pass cutoff frequency in Hz). † Because of the stochastic modulation, the long-term stimulus spectrum is continuous with a bandwidth that reflects modulator peak amplitude (see Fig. 3 , bottom panel). In all conditions, modulator bandwidth was fixed at 5 Hz and FM carrier frequency at 1 kHz. Using random assignment of coefficients in an inverse fast Fourier transform, noise modulators were digitally generated with 0.25-Hz frequency resolution.
All conditions were intended to measure the ability to discriminate stimuli based on differences in the temporal pattern of frequency fluctuation about the carrier frequency rather than variations in long-term or peak stimulus characteristics. To maintain a constant ΔF, modulator peak amplitude was kept constant for all stimuli of a given discrimination trial. The contrasting modulators of each discrimination trial were either independent samples drawn from the same underlying noise distribution, or were single random samples paired with their time reversal scaled by −1.0 after cumulative integration. In the first approach, the average long-term amplitude spectra are identical across stimuli because of the common sampling distribution. The time reversal and sign change of the second approach leads to a time reversal of the instantaneous-frequency function between the contrasting stimuli of each trial, with the long-term amplitude spectra of the stimuli always the same. In the second approach, however, the correlation between the instantaneous-frequency functions of a stimulus pair is generally nonzero because of the modulators not being independent noise samples. Figure 4 illustrates the instantaneous-frequency functions of a contrasting stimulus pair generated by independent sampling. The average rate of frequency fluctuation (i.e., modulator bandwidth) and maximum frequency deviation from the carrier frequency (i.e., ΔF) are the same for the two stimuli so that discrimination must rely only on the temporal pattern of frequency deviation. †With narrowband noise modulators, both fine-structure and envelope periodicities of the modulator contribute to the average rate of FM. The relationship between modulator bandwidth and average FM rate was determined empirically by analyzing 5000 stimulus samples at each of the modulator bandwidths used in the study by .
The ability to discriminate stochastic FM was measured with a cued two-interval forced-choice (2IFC) adaptive procedure. Five hundred milliseconds separated the three stimulus presentations of a trial. On each trial, a randomly selected noise modulator was used as the cue modulator of the 1-kHz carrier. With random selection, one of the two observation intervals that followed the cue was identical to the cue; the other interval was generated with a contrasting modulator. The listener's task was to indicate which observation interval differed from the cue with feedback provided after each trial. Across the five conditions, thresholds were estimated in terms of three independent variables described later. Using a two-down one-up tracking rule that converged on 70.7% (Levitt 1971) , threshold estimates were based on the average of the last eight of the required minimum of twelve tracking reversals with run length always at least 40 trials. Concerned with clinical feasibility of the psychoacoustic measures, all data from each listener were collected during a single session with one threshold estimate per condition. Results thus represent neither trained nor asymptotic performance levels. For practice, listeners initially completed the first condition without scoring; thereafter, each subsequent run was scored. All scored runs began with eight practice trials. Each run took roughly 5 to 6 min.
There were five FM conditions with the first three using the independent-samples method of generating contrasting modulators, and the last two using the time-reversal method. The second and third conditions used a continuous four-talker speech-babble masker spoken by one male and three female talkers. The masker was continuous in that it began roughly 10 s before the first trial of a run and remained on until feedback was provided for the final trial. The average power spectrum of the masker is shown in Figure 5 . A 2 min sample of the masker output over Etymotic ER-3A insert earphones (Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL), was recorded through a KEMAR. On the basis of Fourier transform coefficients, level was determined in consecutive 1/3-octave bands. Results are expressed in dB relative the power of a 1-kHz pure tone (the FM carrier in all discrimination conditions), with both the masker and pure tone presented separately at 80 dB SPL. For band center frequencies ranging from roughly 0.6 to 1.6 kHz that approximate the widest frequency excursion of stimuli in the discrimination conditions, average band power level varied from −15.3 to −10.3 dB relative the FM carrier.
Data were collected from each listener in the following order:
1. Delta F. The maximum frequency excursion of the FM tones was varied in the first condition so that the minimum ΔF needed to discriminate 500 msec stochastic FM patterns could be determined. Stimulus level was 80 dB SPL. In the adaptive threshold procedure, ΔF was varied geometrically. Beginning at 400 Hz, ΔF was initially changed by a factor of 1.46, with factor size reduced to 1.10 after the second tracking reversal. With thresholds in terms of frequency excursion, the procedure provides a measure of sensitivity in terms of the magnitude of pattern deviation from the carrier frequency. 2. Masked delta F. The second condition repeated condition 1 in the presence of the continuous speech-babble masker. A high SNR of 16 dB was used to minimize energetic masking so effects might relate more directly to factors such as attention and distraction. 3. SNR FM . With the continuous speech-babble masker fixed at 80 dB SPL and ΔF fixed at 400 Hz, the level of the FM tones was varied in the third condition to determine the SNR needed to discriminate patterns of frequency fluctuation. Initial tracking step size was 6 dB, which was reduced to 2 dB after the second reversal. The fixed ΔF of 400 Hz extends well beyond the bandwidth of the auditory filter tuned to the 1-kHz carrier frequency, allowing for significant involvement of cross-channel processing of the stochastic modulation. The results obtained with this metric allow for evaluation of discrimination ability at low sensation levels, a characteristic of many adverse listening environments in which speech processing is difficult. The fourth and fifth conditions measured discrimination thresholds without masking in terms of stimulus duration. With short durations, listeners do not follow the frequency fluctuations of the stimuli, but rather perceive stimuli globally in terms of overall characteristics such as timbre. Support for involvement of duration-specific cues comes from the conditions discussed by in which carrier frequency was randomized between the cue and observation intervals of a trial. Results showed little effect of randomization with a 500 msec stimulus duration, but near-chance performance if the duration was <50 msec. These findings are consistent with the interpretation that at long durations, discrimination is cued by the pattern of frequency fluctuation, which in a relative sense is not affected by carrier randomization. However, if cued by timbre or pitch at brief durations, randomization would severely impair discrimination. To avoid discrimination based on within-trial differences in the long-term amplitude spectra, the time-reversal method for generating contrasting modulators was used. With this method, the three stimuli of a given trial shared a common amplitude spectrum, differing only in terms of their phase spectra. In these two final conditions, stimulus level was 80 dB SPL for trials in which stimulus duration was 100 msec or longer. Once duration tracked below 100 msec, level was adjusted to maintain the energy level (i.e., sum of the squared discrete signal values) at that of a 100 msec stimulus (e.g., level was increased by roughly 3 dB for each halving of duration from 100 msec). To limit peak amplitudes, this correction assumed a minimum duration of 3 msec.
4. Duration descending. For the fourth condition, ΔF was fixed at 400 Hz and the duration of the FM tones was adaptively varied, beginning at 500 msec, to estimate the shortest duration needed for discrimination. Duration was initially changed by a factor of 1.46 with factor size reduced to 1.10 after the second tracking reversal. 5. Duration ascending. As noted earlier, discrimination cues in condition 4 can change with duration from following the frequency fluctuations to a global stimulus percept.
To perform well in the task, a listener, dependent on stimulus duration, must focus on different cues. Although trial-by-trial feedback helps subjects to adapt listening strategy as duration changes, it does not ensure that they will attend to the appropriate cue at the respective duration. To better estimate performance limits with duration as the independent variable, condition 5 repeated condition 4, but began the tracking procedure at a brief 11 msec duration. The fifth condition was added to the study after data collection from the younger subjects had begun. Consequently, only 10 of the 18 young listeners participated in this condition.
In all conditions, stimuli were shaped with 50 msec cosinusoidal rise/fall ramps, unless stimulus duration was <100 msec. In those cases, the rise/fall time was equal to half the stimulus duration. A Hewlett Packard personal computer and an Edirol UA25 24-bit soundcard with onboard antialias filtering were used for stimulus generation and experimental control. After analog conversion at a 22.05-kHz sampling rate, modulated stimuli and continuous maskers when used were presented diotically through Etymotic ER-3A insert earphones, with the listeners seated in a double-walled soundproof booth.
Speech Measures
Speech perception was evaluated in terms of discrimination of Northwestern University auditory test no. 6 (NU-6) words in quiet and sentences from the Quick Speech-in-Noise test (QuickSIN; Killion et al. 2004) in the presence of four-talker babble. Using a 50-item word list spoken by a male talker, NU-6 words were presented at the subject's most comfortable listening level with discrimination scores obtained for the left and right ears separately. QuickSIN testing was conducted with diotic presentation. Using the standard QuickSIN protocol, the sentence level was 70 dB HL if the listener's PTA was 45 dB HL or less; otherwise, the level was adjusted to one judged as "loud, but ok." Spoken by a female talker, each QuickSIN list contains six sentences in the presence of the same four-talker babble used in the psychoacoustic conditions. Across the six sentences of each list, the SNR decreases in 5 dB steps from 25 to 0 dB. On the basis of the number of key words correctly repeated, the results are converted to the metric SNR Loss, the estimated SNR needed for 50% correct relative to the performance of NH listeners. For each subject, results were obtained on four QuickSIN sentence lists to allow for estimation of the intelligibility-function slope at P(c) of 0.5 along with measurement of the SNR Loss. To ensure that subjects understood the task, a separate practice list was administered before scored testing. Speech testing was conducted in a double-walled soundproof booth using Etymotic ER-3A insert earphones.
RESULTS
Stochastic FM
In data figures, box plots indicating performance of the younger listeners are shown along with individual results from both the older NH and HI participants. Threshold measures of delta F are shown in Figure 6 . With or without the speech-babble masker present ( Fig. 6 right and left figure panels, respectively), thresholds from both NH and HI older listeners were generally equal to or greater than the median thresholds of the young NH subjects. The one exception to this trend, a 63-year-old subject whose thresholds in both tasks were the lowest among all participants, had PTAs in both ears of <10 dB HL. With exclusion of this one subject, the threshold distributions of the NH and HI older listeners roughly coincide in both delta F conditions. Comparing performance between the two delta F conditions, a greater relative deficit because of the addition of the speechbabble masker was obtained from the older listeners. On average, masking increased thresholds by a factor of 1.31 and 1.84 for the younger and older listeners, respectively.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the log-transformed delta F thresholds confirmed these observations. The effect of subject group was significant for the dependent variables delta F (F (2,33) = 6.248, p = 0.005) and masked delta F (F (2,33) = 15.323, p < 0.001). In both cases, post hoc comparisons with Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test showed no significant difference between the two groups of older listeners. In the delta F condition, only the comparison between the older HI and younger participants was significant (p = 0.004), whereas both older groups were significantly different (p < 0.001) than younger participants in the masked delta F condition. To evaluate the effect of masking, a mixed-design ANOVA was performed using delta F (with versus without the masker present) as the within-subjects factor and age category (young versus older) as the between-subjects factor. The within-subject effect of masking was significant (F (1,34) = 25.197, p < 0.001) as were the factor age category (F (1,34) = 19.835, p < 0.001) and the interaction between masking and age category (F (1,34) = 4.988, p = 0.032).
In the SNR FM condition, thresholds from the older listeners were generally equal to or greater than the median threshold of the younger subjects (Fig. 7) . On the basis of pilot results obtained from a subset of the younger participants, the mean discrimination threshold of −18 dB is roughly 10 to 20 dB above detection threshold. Thus, FM-pattern discrimination can be quite robust at very low presentation levels. An ANOVA confirmed that for the SNR FM measure, the effect of subject group was significant (F (2,33) = 18.836, p < 0.001) with post hoc comparisons using Tukey's HSD test showing significant differences only between the younger and the two older subject groups, in both cases with p < 0.001.
Results from the duration conditions are shown in Figure 8 . Across conditions, duration descending showed the most consistent effect of hearing loss among the older listeners ( Fig. 8  left panel) . In the duration conditions, discrimination cues vary with stimulus duration. At longer durations, cues are based on following the pattern of frequency fluctuation, whereas at brief durations, differences in a global stimulus percept (e.g., timbre or pitch) cue discrimination. For both the younger and older NH participants, the threshold range from approximately 5 to 130 msec in the duration descending condition may in part reflect differing ability to adjust listening strategy as the discrimination cues change. Beginning with an 11 msec stimulus duration, the duration ascending condition was run to obtain a better estimate of performance as a function of duration with results shown in the right panel of Figure 8 . Between the duration descending and duration ascending conditions, the geometric mean of thresholds dropped by a factor of 4.5, 4.6, and 6.3 for the younger, older NH, and older HI subject groups, respectively. This result is consistent with better use of the short-duration global cues in the duration ascending condition. However, the threshold range across listeners in all subject groups remained large in the duration ascending condition, indicating that some listeners remained unable to use shortduration discrimination cues.
For both the duration descending and duration ascending conditions, ANOVAs on the log-transformed duration thresholds showed that the effect of subject group was not significant. To evaluate the effect of procedure in the duration conditions, a mixed-design ANOVA was conducted, which compared within-subject duration descending to duration ascending results with the between-subjects factor age category (young or older). The effect of procedure was significant (F (1,26) = 71.544, p < 0.001) whereas age category was not, confirming the overall trend for lower thresholds in the duration ascending condition.
Speech Measures
Average NU-6 word discrimination in quiet, based on the between-ear average for the individual listeners, was close to ceiling being 98%, 93%, and 94% correct for the young, older NH, and older HI subject groups, respectively. In all but four cases, the between-ear difference in performance was four percentage points or less. Summary results from QuickSIN testing with the speech-babble masker are displayed in Figure 9 . The lower panel of the figure shows the mean SNR Loss for the three subject groups with mean thresholds of −0.5, 0.83, and 4.75 dB for the young, older NH, and older HI listeners, respectively. An ANOVA showed that the effect of subject group was significant for SNR Loss (F (2,33) = 12.947, p < 0.001), with Tukey's HSD post hoc comparisons indicating significant differences only between the performance of the older HI listeners and the younger (p < 0.001) and older NH (p = 0.007) subject groups.
The top panel of Figure 9 shows the mean intelligibility functions for the three subject groups transformed into rationalized arcsine units (Studebaker 1985) . In addition to indicating the between-group change in SNR needed to achieve a specific performance level, the slope of the intelligibility function was shallowest for the older HI listeners. Following the approach of Wilson et al. (2007) , a best-fit third-degree polynomial was used to estimate the function slope at the 50% point of the individual subject data. With performance always >50% correct at all SNRs, results from three young NH listeners were excluded from this analysis. Estimated mean function slopes at the 50% point are shown along the right axis of the upper panel of Figure 9 in units of percent change in performance per dB of SNR. Mean function slopes were nearly identical at approximately 14% per dB change in SNR for the young and older NH listeners, with the mean slope slightly <10% per dB for the older HI group. An ANOVA on the arcsine transformed intelligibility-function slopes showed that the effect of subject group was significant (F (2,30) = 7.533, p = 0.002) with Tukey's HSD post hoc comparisons indicating significant differences only between the performance of the older HI listeners and the younger (p = 0.004) and older NH (p = 0.006) subject groups.
Correlation Analysis
Experimental and clinical measures were submitted to a pairwise Pearson correlation analysis with results shown in Table 1 . Because no previous work indicates a beneficial effect of age or hearing loss on either FM or speech-in-noise abilities, onetailed significance testing was used. The resampling method of Troendle (1995) was used to control for family-wise error with multiple hypothesis testing. In the iterative procedure, the data matrix was repeatedly shuffled with the minimum p value saved for each random ordering. After 10,000 iterations, the proportion of times that these saved values were less than the p value of the original data was used as the p value adjusted for multiple comparisons. As a stepwise procedure across comparisons from highest to lowest correlation, the procedure was stopped once a correlation was no longer significant with the adjusted p value.
Adjusted p values for significant correlations are shown in Table  1 . For the clinical measures, PTA was based on between-ear averages for each listener, whereas the variable 4-kHz threshold used the better of the left-or right-ear audiometric threshold from each participant. Correlations were significant for both PTA and 4-kHz threshold with delta F, masked delta F, SNR FM , and QuickSIN SNR Loss. For the duration conditions, the only significant correlation was that between duration descending and 4-kHz threshold. When using partial correlation to control for lower-frequency hearing thresholds as estimated by the PTA, 4-kHz threshold remained significantly correlated with the SNR FM (r = 0.386, p = 0.022) and masked delta F (r = 0.403, p = 0.017) thresholds. A high correlation between 4-kHz thresholds and listener age is commonly observed with an r of 0.819 (p < 0.001) obtained in the present work. This correlation suggests that the basis of the relationship between FM results and 4-kHz thresholds may not be high-frequency hearing sensitivity per se, but rather some other factor related to aging.
Listener PTA showed the highest correlation with Quick-SIN SNR Loss (r = 0.810, p < 0.001), a result consistent with SNR Loss being the only measure that showed a significant difference between the older NH and HI subject groups. For listener age, the highest correlation was with the SNR FM results (r = 0.743, p < 0.001). When controlling for effect of PTA with partial correlation, age remained significantly correlated with only the two FM measures that used the speech-babble masker (SNR FM [r = 0.534, p = 0.001]; masked delta F [r = 0.471, p = 0.004]). Fig. 9 . Quick Speech-in-Noise test results. Top panel: for the three subject groups, mean speech-in-noise intelligibility transformed into rau as a function of signal-to-noise ratio. The function fits are illustrative and do not represent the third-degree polynomials used to fit individual subject data (see text for details). Along the right axis, data points indicate the mean intelligibility-function slope at the 50% point of the individual subject data in units of percent change in performance per dB of signal-to-noise ratio. Bottom panel: mean SNR Loss for the three subject groups with error bars representing 1 SD. rau, rationalized arcsine units. SNR, signal-to-noise ratio. In individual cells, Pearson correlation with adjusted p value in parentheses given in cases only in which the one-tailed correlation was significant at the 0.05 level or lower. The p values were corrected for multiple comparisons with an iterative resampling procedure (see text for additional details). Number of subjects was 36 for all measures except duration ascending for which data were obtained from only 28 listeners with missing data from the younger subject group. SNR, signal-to-noise ratio.
The effect of hearing loss was further evaluated using a betweensubjects analysis of covariance with age category (young and old) as a fixed factor and PTA as a covariate. In line with the correlation results, the effect of covariate PTA was significant only for QuickSIN SNR Loss (F (1,33) = 39.526, p < 0.001), and the effect of age category was significant only for the SNR FM (F (1,33) = 12.137, p = 0.001) and masked delta F (F (1,33) = 12.803, p = 0.001) measures. Results thus indicate that the two measures of FM processing in the presence of interference provide information regarding the effect of aging that is not obtained with the other procedures.
In Table 1 , a significant correlation between the SNR FM thresholds and QuickSIN performance (r = 0.489, p = 0.013) suggests that an FM-processing deficit may contribute to difficulty with speech-in-noise intelligibility. The absence of a significant relationship between the QuickSIN SNR Loss and either delta F or masked delta F indicates a limitation on the relationship between FM and speech-in-noise processing. For the metrics used, the relationship was most apparent with the low sensation levels of the modulated stimuli in the SNR FM condition.
DISCUSSION
The ability to discriminate stochastic FM was investigated for both young and older listeners with thresholds measured in terms of peak frequency excursion or ΔF, stimulus duration, and SNR in the presence of a four-talker speech-babble masker. Experimental protocol was clinically oriented and did not attempt to estimate asymptotic performance levels. Results showed a significant effect of age, but not of hearing loss among the older listeners, in the masked delta F and SNR FM conditions, the only two psychoacoustic conditions that used a speechbabble masker. These were also the two conditions for which performance was significantly correlated with listener age when controlling for effect of PTA. These common effects in the two masking conditions were obtained despite the 16 dB difference in masker level. Previous studies have shown that thresholds for detection of periodic low-rate FM are elevated for both elderly and HI listeners (Moore & Skrodzka 2002; Buss et al. 2004; He et al. 2007; Strelcyk & Dau 2009) . Though FM detection is requisite, FM-pattern discrimination must also underlie any robust contribution to speech processing. Souza et al. (2011) recently reported that for subjects with normal to near-NH thresholds, discrimination of voicing intonation patterns, represented as a monotonic frequency glide over 620 msec, was poorer among older (mean age 70 years) than younger (mean age 24 years) listeners. The fluctuation of the stochastic FM of the present work is nonmonotonic, extending the finding of an effect of age to more complex pattern discrimination.
The correlation analysis indicated a significant relationship between 4-kHz thresholds and both the masked delta F and SNR FM results, even when controlling for the effect of PTA. With a 1-kHz FM carrier frequency and ΔF at most 400 Hz, the correlation between the FM measures and auditory thresholds at 4 kHz was not expected. The result is consistent with the findings of Lorenzi et al. (2009) and Strelcyk and Dau (2009) , that when accompanied by a high-frequency hearing loss, processing of temporal fine structure can be impaired in a lower-frequency region of NH sensitivity. However, the high correlation between age and 4-kHz thresholds suggests that for the present work, the basis of the relationship between FM results and 4-kHz thresholds may be some factor related to aging other than hearing sensitivity. Detection of low-rate FM depends partly on temporal information conveyed by the pattern of neural phase locking (Moore & Sek 1996; Moore & Skrodzka 2002) . Assuming a similar basis for the suprathreshold discrimination of lowrate FM, a decline in performance resulting from a deficit in phase locking is consistent with age-related neural degeneration (Frisina 2001; Clinard et al. 2010 ).
In the masked delta F condition, psychoacoustic performance was measured in the presence of continuous four-talker speech-babble interference at an SNR of 16 dB. Masker type was selected to approximate a common type of interference of real-world listening situations. The high SNR was used to minimize energetic masking so effects would relate more directly to factors such as attention or distraction. Results showed a significant effect of age group on the extent of masking with no effect of a mild-to-moderate hearing loss among the older participants.
The effect of listener age was not significant for the two measures of FM discrimination based on stimulus duration. In the duration conditions, contrasting modulators used on a given trial were time reversals of one another to eliminate differences in the long-term amplitude spectra. Therefore discrimination could not be based on integration over the entire stimulus duration. Phase-spectra differences, the distinction that remains when contrasting modulators have identical long-term amplitude spectra, lead to differences in arrival time by frequency for the two stimuli. For these differences to serve as a discrimination cue, auditory processing must in some way window stimuli to preserve arrival-time differences. Once stimulus duration is shorter than the processing window, discrimination is no longer possible. Working with Huffman sequences, which differ in terms of phase but not amplitude spectra, Patterson and Green (1970) assessed auditory temporal acuity in terms of the minimum stimulus duration that allowed for discrimination. Results indicated that highly trained listeners were able to discriminate stimuli as brief as 2.5 msec. In the present work, median duration ascending thresholds from untrained NH young and older listeners were 6.1 and 6.2 msec, respectively. The effect of training on discrimination of transient stimuli was observed by Jesteadt et al. (1976) . Furthermore, for listeners with an asymmetric hearing loss between ears, Jesteadt et al. reported that performance was often better in the ear with the greater loss. The median duration ascending threshold from the older HI participants was 8.2 msec, highest among all groups. However, the effect of subject group was not significant in the present study. Results thus indicate that older listeners often show normal temporal resolution based on the duration ascending metric.
Results from QuickSIN testing indicated an effect of hearing loss but not of listener age. Comparison of present results to other measures of speech-reception thresholds (SRTs) from the literature is complicated by differences in test material, masker type, level, procedure, and criterion for group selection (Dubno et al. 1984; George et al. 2007 ). With sentences from the Speech Perception in Noise test, the effect of age among listeners with normal to near-NH thresholds on SRTs can be approximately 2 to 3 dB (Dubno et al. 1984; Gelfand et al. 1988 ), a range just slightly larger than the present 1.33 dB difference. Using QuickSIN sentences and maskers as in the present study but a higher presentation level of 100 dB SPL, Wilson et al. (2007) evaluated the effect of hearing loss on performance, with average audiometric thresholds and age ranges of HI participants roughly coinciding with those of the older HI subject group of the present work. Between the younger NH and older HI listeners, the average SRT increased by 7.9 dB in the study of Wilson et al. as compared with the 5.25 change in SNR Loss in the present work.
Along with its effect on SNR Loss, hearing loss was associated with a shallower slope of the speech-intelligibility function. At the 50% correct point, both younger and older NH listeners showed a mean slope of approximately 14% per dB of SNR, whereas the mean slope for the older HI participants was 10% per dB. This difference in slope agrees well with the 6.1% per dB difference reported by Wilson et al. (2007) between comparable subject groups. In general, a decrease in the psychometricfunction slope indicates an increase in processing variance from either noise or distortion. Plomp (1978) argued that hearing impairment shows combined effects of attenuation and distortion. As with speech perception, distortion in auditory processing would impair the ability to discriminate FM stimuli. Results showed that the effect of hearing loss was not significant in the FM measures obtained from the older participants, suggesting that possible distortion associated with hearing loss was not a factor affecting psychoacoustic results from these listeners. It thus seems that possible involvement of distortion in the Quick-SIN results of the older HI listeners does not reflect a change in the overall processing ability of low-rate stochastic FM.
Results showed a significant correlation between performance in the SNR FM condition and masked speech perception as measured by QuickSIN SNR Loss. For young-to-middleaged listeners who varied in degrees of hearing loss, Buss et al. (2004) reported significant correlations between speech perception and measures of 2-Hz FM detection. For a subject group composed of primarily older HI listeners, Strelcyk and Dau (2009) found that speech reception in the presence of a two-talker babble masker was significantly correlated with 2-Hz FM detection in which low-rate amplitude modulation was also imposed on the stimulus carrier. Working with both young and older NH and HI listeners, Hopkins and Moore (2011) found a significant relationship between SRTs in modulated noise and the ability to discriminate between complex tones that differed only in terms of temporal fine structure but not envelope. The relationship between speech perception and temporal fine-structure processing has also been evaluated in studies that measured the intelligibility of speech stimuli processed to control fine-structure cues. Lorenzi et al. (2006) , Hopkins et al. (2008) , and Ardoint et al. (2010) showed that the ability to use the temporal fine-structure cues of speech was reduced or abolished in most listeners with a mild-to-moderate cochlear hearing loss irrespective of age, although younger listeners tended to show better ability to use these cues than did older listeners. HI listeners showing best speech intelligibility in a nonstationary noise background also showed residual ability to use temporal fine-structure speech cues (Lorenzi et al. 2006 ). Individual differences in this residual ability accounted for approximately 70% of the variance in speech-intelligibility scores in fluctuating noise. If the contribution of temporal fine-structure cues to speech perception is most evident in masking conditions, present results suggest that the difficulty experienced by older listeners with speech-in-noise processing may in part relate to diminished ability to process slower finestructure modulation at low SNRs.
In summary, results indicate that measures of stochastic FM processing show effects of listener age. Among older listeners with up to a moderate hearing loss, the degree of loss did not significantly affect performance. Furthermore, the relationship between the QuickSIN performance and the SNR FM thresholds suggests that an FM-processing deficit may hinder speechin-noise intelligibility. Most hearing aids include some form of amplitude compression to restrict dynamic range. The analysis by conducted with vocoded speech signals demonstrated that any alteration in the fidelity of temporal-envelope transmission also affects the fidelity of temporal fine-structure transmission. This suggests strongly that though hearing-aid compression is set by temporal-envelope values, it affects the fidelity of transmission of the temporal fine-structure cues of speech. Correlations obtained in the present study indicate that evaluation of hearing-aid compression algorithms needs to consider impact on the FM of speech. Present work is developing a clinically feasible approach for assessment of the SNR measure of stochastic FM processing. In addition to offering a fuller picture of the auditory difficulties experienced in an adverse noisy environment, the procedure will potentially help in determining appropriate settings for prosthetic devices and in monitoring rehabilitation progress.
